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Summary
Live attenuated brucellosis vaccines have been available for protecting domestic livestock against \textit{Brucella melitensis} and \textit{B. abortus} for more than 60 years. Current vaccines are effective in preventing abortion and transmission of brucellosis, but poor at preventing infection or seroconversion. In addition, they can induce abortions in pregnant animals and are infectious to humans. It can be argued that current vaccines were developed empirically in that the immunological mechanism(s) of action were not determined. Current knowledge suggests that both the innate and adaptive immune responses contribute to immunity against intracellular pathogens and that binding of pathogen structures onto pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) is crucial to the development of adaptive immunity. The phagosome appears to be vital for the presentation of antigens to T-cell subtypes that provide protective immunity to intracellular pathogens. The observation that killed bacteria or subunit vaccines do not appear to fully stimulate PRRs, or mimic \textit{Brucella} trafficking through phagosomes, may explain their inability to induce immunity that equals the protection provided by live attenuated vaccines. \textit{Brucella} appears to have multiple mechanisms that subvert innate and adaptive immunity and prevent or minimise immunological responses. New technologies, such as DNA vaccines and nanoparticles, may be capable of delivering \textit{Brucella} antigens in a way that induces protective immunity in domestic livestock or wildlife reservoirs of brucellosis. Because of the re-emergence of brucellosis worldwide, with an increasing incidence of human infection, there is a great need for improved brucellosis vaccines. The greatest need is for new or improved vaccines against \textit{B. melitensis} and \textit{B. suis}.
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Introduction

The persistence of brucellosis in domestic livestock reservoirs remains a continual source of significant numbers of human infections worldwide. Despite regulatory efforts, brucellosis remains endemic in many parts of the world and is re-emerging in many countries. Although the infections in wildlife reservoirs are a lesser threat for causing human infection, they can be a source for the reintroduction of infection into domestic livestock, which are more likely to transmit brucellosis to humans. Addressing the disease in natural hosts of \textit{Brucella} is the most cost-effective mechanism to prevent human infection (43, 53).

The \textit{Brucella} spp. within domestic livestock or wildlife capable of causing zoonotic infections and clinical illness in humans are, in order of pathogenicity: \textit{B. melitensis}, \textit{B. suis} and \textit{B. abortus}. Within domestic livestock and wildlife, the genus \textit{Brucella} typically causes reproductive losses, although bacteria can also become localised in joints, bones or other tissues, leading to osteoarthritic or necrosuppurative lesions. Although \textit{Brucella} spp. are named according to their preferred hosts – \textit{B. melitensis} (sheep and goats), \textit{B. suis} (cattle and swine), \textit{B. abortus} (cattle), and \textit{B. suis} (wild boar).
Current knowledge of the contributions of innate and acquired immunity against *Brucella* infection

Scientific data are increasingly demonstrating the strong connection between innate immunity and effective adaptive immune responses. Innate immunity is a non-specific response that recognises a limited number of microbial molecular structures (pathogen-associated molecular patterns or PAMPs) through pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), located at various sites on plasma membranes, endosomal vesicles and within the cytoplasm, enabling the recognition of microbes at these locations (32). These PRRs include Toll-like receptors (TLRs), nucleotide oligomerisation domain-like (NOD-like) receptors (NLRs), C-type lectin receptors (CLRs), and RIG-1-like receptors (RLRs). Microbial detection by PRRs on the cell membrane can lead to phagocytosis and the recruitment of proteins and organelles with antimicrobial activities to phagosomes (23). Through highly regulated membrane fusion events, newly formed phagosomes containing microbes undergo sequential interactions with early endosomes, late endosomes and lysosomes. But phagocytosis does more than degrade internalised microbes; PRRs are also present in the phagosome and can coordinate innate and adaptive immune processes. It has been postulated that TLRs are recruited to phagosomes, regardless of their cargo, to sample the compartment for the presence of microbial products (23, 49). Pattern recognition receptors are also present within the cytoplasm where they can sense DNA or RNA, with subsequent induction of type I interferons and other inflammatory cytokines.

Toll-like receptor signalling pathways coordinate the process of phagocytosis, phagosome trafficking and autophagy; induce the expression of cytokines; activate dendritic cells and induce the surface expression of co-stimulatory and major histocompatibility complex (MHC) Class II molecules; and influence the processing and presentation of antigens. Dendritic cells process the peptides in phagosomes for presentation with MHC Class II molecules and TLR engagement induces translocation of the MHC-peptide complexes from the endosome to the plasma membrane, where they are presented to CD4+ T-cells. By the cross-presentation pathway, internalised antigen gains access to the endoplasmic reticulum by fusion of phagosomes with endoplasmic reticulum-derived vesicles, leading to the loading of antigen onto MHC Class I molecules and presentation on the cell surface to CD8+ T-cells (23). As protective immunity against intracellular pathogens is considered to be mediated through T-helper 1 (Th1) responses by CD4+ T-cells, and cytotoxic responses by CD8+ cells, TLRs of the innate immune system can influence the development of adaptive immunity after infection or vaccination. The ultimate goal of vaccination would be to induce protective immunity that, at the minimum, mimics protection induced by natural infection.

In accordance with its stealthy nature, *Brucella* has developed mechanisms to minimise stimulation of PRRs. The *Brucella* cell envelope has high hydrophobicity and its lipopolysaccharide (LPS) has a non-canonical structure that elicits a reduced and delayed inflammatory response when compared to other Gram-negative bacteria (33), and has lower stimulatory activity on TLR4 receptors (41). The O side-chain on the LPS can form complexes with the MHC Class II molecules that interfere with the ability of macrophages to present exogenous proteins. *Brucella* ornithine-containing lipids and lipoproteins in the outer membrane are poor activators of innate immunity.
Protective immunity against Brucella

In regard to the development of protective immunity after brucellosis vaccination, it is generally agreed that vaccine-induced antibody responses do not correlate well with long-term protective immunity in natural hosts. For many years it has been hypothesised that protective immunity against intracellular pathogens is associated with a Th1-type response. In comparison, Th2 responses, which are associated with cytokines that promote humoral immunity, are not believed to provide long-term protection. CD4+ cells play a central role in coordinating and intensifying the adaptive immune response by separating themselves into functional subsets, such as the Th1 type, a subtype that is associated with production of interferon-γ (IFN-γ); IL-2; and tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α). CD4+ cells also provide growth factors and signals for the generation and maintenance of CD8+ T-cells. CD8+ cells are considered to be important for protective immunity because of their ability to lyse or kill infected cells, thereby releasing Brucella from intracellular hiding and exposing it to extracellular bactericidal mechanisms. Cytokines released by CD4+ and CD8+ cells may activate macrophages and dendritic cells, thereby increasing their bactericidal activity against Brucella. Antigen-presenting cells also present co-stimulatory molecules on their surface that are important for stimulation/activation of T-cells.

Current Brucella vaccination strategies/options

Historically, brucellosis vaccines have been composed of live attenuated strains because, in general, heat-killed or subcellular fractions have failed to provide protection equivalent to that induced by live vaccines. It can be argued that all live attenuated strains were empirically developed, in that the mechanisms underlying immune protection against the pathogen by the designated host were not the impetus for the approach used in their identification.
Those vaccines (attenuated *B. abortus* or *B. melitensis* strains) that are currently available are effective in reducing production losses and reducing transmission, but are less effective at preventing animals from becoming infected or seroconverting after exposure to virulent field strains. Since most surveillance tests are based on detection of antibodies against the O side-chain of the *Brucella* LPS, vaccination with smooth attenuated strains can interfere with diagnostic procedures to identify animals infected with virulent field strains.

*B. abortus* in domestic livestock and wildlife

At the present time, there are three primary vaccines being used worldwide to protect natural hosts against *B. abortus*. Vaccines using strains 19, RB51, and strain 82 have successfully been used to protect cattle against *B. abortus*, with mixed results in other domestic livestock and wildlife. Because strain 19 is a smooth strain which expresses the O side-chain on the surface of its LPS, vaccination of large ruminants with strain 19 is primarily limited to prepubescent heifers. As strain RB51 is rough and does not express the O antigen, it does not cause positive serological responses in brucellosis surveillance tests. Strain 82 is intermediate in that it does express some O antigen on its surface, but the humoral response has been reported to be less robust and shorter in duration when detected by diagnostic tests (21). As a result of the potential for inducing abortion, it is recommended that live vaccine strains be used with caution in pregnant cattle.

Over the years, numerous field studies with strain 19 have demonstrated the efficacy of this vaccine under field conditions. In a similar manner, more recent data have reported efficacy for the RB51 vaccine under field conditions (29). It should be noted that all currently available live vaccines are most effective when combined with an effective test-and-removal strategy, based on removing seropositive individuals.

In regard to *B. abortus* infections in other domestic livestock, limited data have suggested that single subcutaneous (SQ) vaccination with strain 19 (6–12 × 10^10^ colony-forming units [CFU]) or two SQ vaccinations with strain RB51 (3–10 × 10^10^ CFU) are efficacious in preventing infection in water buffalo (*B. bubalis*) after conjunctival challenge with *B. abortus* strain 544 (6). Others found that RB51 was cleared in water buffalo between 6 and 12 weeks post vaccination (1–3 × 10^10^ CFU) (13) but did not protect against field exposure (18) or intravenous challenge at 180 days of pregnancy with a local field strain of *B. abortus* (40). Although brucellosis infection of nomadic or domesticated camels (*Camelus bactrianus*) and yaks (*Bos grunniens*) is known to represent a zoonotic threat to humans, there is very little literature on the efficacy of any brucellosis vaccine in these species.

In terms of wildlife infection with *B. abortus*, in the United States, the primary focus is on bison and elk that live in Yellowstone National Park and the surrounding area. Strain 19 was reported to be highly abortigenic in adult bison and not efficacious as a calfhood vaccine in protecting bison against experimental challenge with *B. abortus* strain 2308 (9). Calfhood vaccination with strain RB51 (10^10^ CFU) has been found to protect bison against experimental challenge with strain 2308 during pregnancy (36, 38). However, the data suggest that the efficacy of strain RB51 in bison is less than that shown in comparable challenge studies in cattle. Limited data suggest that booster vaccinations of bison increase protection against abortion and infection after experimental challenge (35). Numerous studies in elk have found poor or no protection against experimental challenge after vaccination with strains RB51 or 19 (25, 26, 43). Immunological data suggest that elk primarily develop humoral responses after vaccination with RB51 or 19, and that cellular immune responses are poor or lacking (35).

*B. melitensis* in domestic livestock

At present, the only vaccine recommended for protecting sheep and goats against *B. melitensis* is strain Rev.1 (4). The Rev.1 vaccine has also been shown to protect sheep against *B. ovis*. Since it expresses the O side-chain on its LPS, vaccination with strain Rev.1 can induce serological titres on diagnostic tests. In an effort to prevent vaccination titres, SQ inoculations have been recommended only in young animals (< 4 months) and conjunctival vaccination with Rev.1 is recommended for older sheep and goats, particularly when not pregnant. Data on effective national campaigns to reduce the seroprevalence of *B. melitensis* have been reported in which Rev.1 vaccination of all juvenile animals (3–8 months of age or < 1 year of age) was combined with adult vaccination at approximately three-year intervals (51, 53).

*B. suis* in domestic livestock or feral swine

At the present time, there are no commercially available vaccines to protect domestic livestock or feral swine against *B. suis* infection. The development of efficacious vaccines against *B. suis* is impaired by the lack of a standardised repeatable challenge model which has been shown to correlate to tissue localisation and clinical disease caused by *B. suis* under field conditions.

Although some work has been conducted, publications on *B. suis* vaccine development are significantly fewer than citations related to *B. abortus* and *B. melitensis* vaccines.
Several decades ago, an oral *B. suis* strain 2 vaccine was described as being applied to livestock in the People’s Republic of China to protect against all pathogenic *Brucella* spp.; the current literature would suggest it is not widely used and primarily limited to China (11). The strain RB51 vaccine has been evaluated in swine but was not found to effectively colonise tissues in vivo, induce detectable immune responses or protect against conjunctival challenge with a virulent strain of *B. suis* (46). As cattle can be infected with *B. suis*, a recent study evaluated protection in cattle after vaccination with strain RB51 and found that it did not protect against *B. suis* infection after conjunctival challenge (34).

Recently, immunological responses and protection induced by vaccinating swine with a natural rough strain of *B. suis* (strain 353-1) have been evaluated. When delivered subcutaneously (10⁹ CFU) or orally (10¹¹ CFU) to swine, strain 353-1 did not cause clinical symptoms but did induce robust humoral and cell-mediated responses. After conjunctival challenge with a virulent *B. suis* strain at approximately 30 weeks after vaccination, swine vaccinated with strain 353-1 had reduced *B. suis* colonisation in the lymphoreticular tissues and major organs three weeks after challenge (WS. Stoffregen, personal communication).

### New Brucella vaccines or novel vaccination approaches

Numerous genes have been deleted in *Brucella* and the pathogenicity, immunogenicity, clearance and/or efficacy of recombinant *Brucella* strains evaluated. Unfortunately, at the present time, the majority of studies with recombinant *Brucella* strains have only been conducted in murine models of brucellosis. An early study evaluating recombinant *Brucella* strains in cattle found that vaccination with strain 19 derivatives, in which superoxide dismutase (SOD) or a 31 kilodalton *Brucella* protein of unknown activity were deleted, led to protection against experimental strain 2308 challenge equivalent to that provided by strain 19 vaccination (7). A more recent study, which also evaluated recombinants made from strain 19, found that vaccination with strain M1-luc, which has a deletion of the *Brucella* periplasmic protein BP26, induced similar protection against experimental challenge as vaccination with strain 19 (17). When an additional deletion was made in outer-membrane protein 19 into strain M1-luc, protection against experimental challenge was significantly reduced.

*Brucella melitensis* recombinant strains in which outer-membrane protein 25 (omp25), asp24, cydA and virR2 genes have been deleted have been evaluated in goats (14). After SQ vaccination with 10⁶ CFU, efficacy induced by the recombinant strains was compared to protection induced by Rev 1 vaccination (10⁶ CFU) after conjunctival challenge with *B. melitensis* strain 16M during pregnancy. Although vaccination with the omp25 mutant gave similar protection against abortion as Rev 1, overall data from the two studies suggested that Rev 1 vaccination was more effective at preventing infection than the recombinant strains. In a similar manner, others have found that rough mutants of *B. melitensis* failed to provide equivalent protection to experimental challenge in sheep or goats, in comparison to vaccination with the Rev 1 strain (2, 16).

Others have tried increasing the immunogenicity and protection of vaccine strains by increasing the expression of genes believed to be associated with protection (50). Vaccinating bison with a recombinant RB51 overexpressing SOD and glycolytransferase (wboA) genes resulted in reduced protection against experimental challenge when compared to vaccination with the parental RB51 strain (36). The observed reduction in protection was thought to be related to a more rapid in vivo clearance of the recombinant strain from lymphatic tissues. Vaccination of cattle with the recombinant RB51 strain overexpressing SOD and wboA genes also failed to demonstrate increased protection against experimental challenge, compared to the parental RB51 strain (PH. Elzer, personal communication).

In an effort to increase the immunogenicity of *Brucella* vaccines, strain RB51 was incorporated into microspheres that also contained a *Fasciola hepatica* vitelline protein B and administered (10⁶ CFU) to red deer by SQ or oral routes (1). When compared to non-encapsulated RB51 vaccine, oral or SQ vaccines had greater lymphocyte proliferative responses at 12 weeks after inoculation. Although the mechanism was not elucidated, co-administration of recombinant bovine IL-2 with strain 19 (10⁶ CFU) vaccination of cattle increased protection against experimental challenge, as compared to vaccination with strain 19 alone (52).

Approximately 15 years ago, a novel vaccine approach was introduced in which immunogenic proteins were expressed in vivo by inoculation with plasmid DNA, expressing a gene of interest under the transcriptional control of a promoter. This approach, using which are known as DNA vaccines, offered great potential to develop targeted vaccines with high safety and efficacy that were also stable at room temperature. If properly optimised, proteins encoded within the plasmids would undergo post-translational modification and be processed and presented by antigen-presenting cells in vivo (12). At the current time, DNA vaccines expressing Cu-Zn SOD, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate-dehydrogenase, or the combination of SOD, ribosomal L7/L12 and BCSP31 protein, have been evaluated in cattle and reported to induce immunological responses after multiple inoculations (20, 42, 44). In addition, bison that were inoculated three times with a DNA vaccine containing a periplasmic protein...
(bp26) and chaperone protein (trigger factor) underwent increased lymphocyte proliferative responses and IFN-\(\gamma\) production, compared to non-vaccinated controls (8). At present, data on DNA vaccines in natural hosts are very limited, and published studies have evaluated the immunogenicity of multiple administrations of DNA vaccines in natural hosts without evaluating vaccine efficacy in a standardised challenge model. Therefore, current knowledge suggests that DNA vaccine candidates will require additional optimisation, refinement or improvement before they can be considered as viable vaccine candidates for use in domestic livestock or wildlife.

In a recent study, a non-pathogenic kinetoplastid parasite, Trypanosoma theileri, was engineered to express Babesia antigens for secretion or localisation on the interior or surface. This vector was proposed for use as a novel vehicle for antigens for secretion or localisation on the interior or surface. This vector was proposed for use as a novel vehicle for enhancing immunity against multiple pathogens, as the vector is maintained within cattle for a long time and for enhancing immunity against multiple pathogens, as the vector is maintained within cattle for a long time and generates specific immune responses (31). Although proposed as a potential delivery vehicle for B. abortus proteins, the study characterised humoral, but not cellular, immune responses after vaccination. In a similar manner to DNA vaccines, a recombinant Semliki Forest virus was modified to express the Brucella Cu-Zn SOD gene in vivo (44). Cattle inoculated twice with the recombinant RNA virus had greater lymphocyte proliferative responses but not IFN-\(\gamma\) production, when compared to control cattle six weeks after the last immunisation. Efficacy against an experimental challenge was not evaluated.

More recently, synthetic particulate vaccine delivery systems are showing promise for sustained antigen release while enabling the transport of particles through extracellular and intracellular biological barriers (10). These vaccine delivery systems, known as nanoparticles because of their 1 nm to 100 nm size, can be targeted for endosomal disruption after internalisation, leading to cross-presentation of antigen to CD4+ and CD8+ cells. Nanoparticles may mimic the presentation of antigens during normal intracellular trafficking of Brucella. Nanoparticles are not only attractive because of their potential for releasing antigen within intracellular compartments, they also offer a means to deliver macromolecules, such as proteins, peptides or genes in vivo, using various routes of administration, and could even be targeted for delivery to specific tissues (28). As a result of their ability to protect encapsulated macromolecules from enzymatic and hydrolytic degradation, nanoparticles offer a potential approach for the development of oral vaccines. Orally delivered nanoparticles disseminate systemically, most probably after uptake by Peyer’s patches within the gut. Their biological activity may occur because their small size enhances interaction with cell membranes and proteins, and mimics the natural nanostructures of pathogenic agents and protein complexes (28). Nanoparticles can also serve as an efficient delivery system for DNA vaccines, since they can be delivered orally, are readily taken up by macrophages (45), can escape from the degradative endo-lysosomal compartment to the cytoplasmic compartment, and can increase the immunogenicity of DNA vaccines (28, 39). Nanoparticles can also incorporate adjuvants, as demonstrated in a recent publication in which a lipid-based nanoparticle expressing monophosphoryl lipid A and a candidate Plasmodium vivax antigen showed promise for eliciting protective immunity against malaria (30).

### Development of new vaccines or strategies against Brucella

Although they are a valuable tool for reducing the prevalence of brucellosis in natural hosts, the live vaccines that are currently available have a number of shortcomings. These problems include, but are not limited to:

- the potential to induce human infection
- the ability to induce abortions in pregnant animals
- a limited ability to prevent infection and seroconversion after exposure
- limited efficacy in other natural hosts of Brucella.

In this author’s opinion, when protecting against B. abortus, B. suis, or B. melitensis, an ideal Brucella vaccine would:

- induce long-term protection against abortion and infection in a high proportion of animals after a single inoculation
- prevent colonisation and seroconversion after exposure to virulent field strains
- be clinically safe in young and adult animals (including males for \(B.\) suis vaccines)
- not be shed by vaccinates after inoculation
- possess stability that minimises the need for maintaining the cold-chain for the vaccine.

Properties that would also be beneficial in vaccines designed for delivery to wildlife would include the capability for targeted delivery to the targeted population in a manner that is safe and efficacious (preferably oral), and would be environmentally safe, even after accidental delivery to non-targeted wildlife species.

As precise correlates of protective immunity against brucellosis remain unknown at the present time in any natural host, the ideal vaccine will most likely require appropriate stimulation of PRRs associated with innate immunity, activation and presentation of the antigen by appropriate antigen-presenting cells, induction of a Th1
type of CD4+ T-cell response, cross-presentation of Brucella antigens leading to activation/recruitment of CD8+ cells, release of appropriate cytokines, and generation of effective memory cell populations, both systemically and at mucosal surfaces. Since current knowledge would suggest that the intracellular trafficking of live strains is more likely to induce these types of responses, this may explain the disappointing immunity associated with vaccines composed of killed bacteria or subunits of Brucella. As Brucella appears to have developed mechanisms to minimise the activation of innate immunity and PRRs, the identification and elimination of these stealth mechanisms may improve the immunogenicity of the current live vaccines. The possibility cannot be eliminated that new delivery vehicles may be capable of delivering Brucella proteins in a manner that mimics the intracellular trafficking of live Brucella. This might lead to the development of non-living vaccines that would eliminate many of the problems presently associated with live vaccines.

Although data from other species would suggest that vaccines which preferentially target or activate dendritic cells might be more immunogenic, the lack of knowledge on dendritic cell populations in natural hosts and on their interactions with Brucella spp. would suggest a need for more basic research to understand the role of these cells in protective immunity against brucellosis. In addition, the role of Th17 and Treg cells in relation to protective immunity must be considered, as the possibility cannot be eliminated that live Brucella vaccines may subvert this pathway in a way that reduces protective immunity and/or induces responses that mimic tolerance.

It should also be noted that knowledge of mucosal immunity against brucellosis in natural hosts is severely lacking. Parenteral vaccination most likely induces systemic immunity but may fail to induce adequate immunity at mucosal surfaces; the sites where Brucella invasion occurs. Data suggest that lymphocyte trafficking in mucosal tissues differs from trafficking in peripheral lymph nodes (3) and could also differ between natural hosts of Brucella. It could be hypothesised that one mechanism to improve the efficacy of conjunctival vaccination, particularly when used with Rev1 vaccination, could be the stimulation of mucosal immunity. Perhaps a more effective approach to protect against infection after parenteral vaccination would be to develop a booster vaccination, which targets mucosal immunity. Such an approach would improve protection at the infection site while also enhancing systemic anamnestic immune responses. As there are significant numbers of γδ T-cells in intra-epithelial locations on the mucosal surfaces, and these cells represent a high percentage of circulating T-cells in the blood of ruminants, their contribution to immunity against brucellosis should be explored, particularly in light of their importance in the Th17 response.

Although protective mechanisms against Brucella may be similar across natural hosts, studies have demonstrated significant differences between species in their immunological responses and/or immune regulation after brucellosis vaccination. Examples include the differences between cervids and cattle, water buffalo and cattle, and field observations suggesting differences between the Bos taurus and B. indicus breeds of cattle. These observations point to the need to conduct vaccine studies in the species of interest, and to evaluate protection against the relevant Brucella spp. for that natural host. Current knowledge irrevocably demonstrates that laboratory animal models of brucellosis do not accurately predict in vivo clearance, immunogenicity or the efficacy of vaccines in domestic livestock or wildlife hosts of Brucella. Although there could be similarities in immune responses to vaccines across natural host species, appropriate safety and efficacy data for candidate vaccines must be acquired for each targeted host before the vaccine can be recommended for use. Studies in natural hosts will be more complicated and expensive and progress could be impaired by a lack of appropriate facilities or financial resources. However, the investment in new vaccines should be made, as human brucellosis is most effectively controlled by addressing the disease in its natural host. Moreover, several studies have definitively shown that the financial cost of brucellosis vaccination and control programmes is offset by a significant benefit-to-cost ratio in terms of the reduction in human health costs alone (22, 53).

Lastly, one could argue that, with the exception of the introduction of strain RB51 in 1996, no new brucellosis vaccines with acceptable safety and/or efficacy have been introduced for use in a natural host for more than 60 years. It should be noted that there is some controversy regarding this vaccine and some have argued that the strain RB51 vaccine does not provide acceptable efficacy in natural hosts. Parallel work to develop human vaccines against brucellosis has also failed to produce candidates with acceptable safety and efficacy. This lack of new vaccines could, in part, be related to the fact that the development of new brucellosis vaccines is complicated, challenging and difficult, and that the 'low-hanging fruit' was gathered more than 60 years ago. The current status of disease prevalence in humans and domestic livestock across the world strongly argues the need for a more efficacious and safe B. melitensis vaccine. It is hoped that recent developments in vaccine approaches and delivery, and new tools in basic research that characterise gene regulation and immunological responses, will provide innovative and productive approaches leading to the introduction of new brucellosis vaccines for use in domestic livestock or wildlife hosts in the future.
Évolutions récentes de la vaccination des animaux d’élevage et sauvages contre la brucellose

S.C. Olsen

Résumé
Les vaccins contre la brucellose utilisant des souches vivantes atténuées sont utilisés depuis plus de soixante ans pour protéger les animaux d’élevage contre Brucella melitensis et B. abortus. Les vaccins disponibles actuellement sont efficaces pour prévenir les avortements et la transmission de la brucellose, mais leur efficacité est moindre pour empêcher l’infection ou l’apparition d’anticorps. En outre, ils induisent parfois des avortements chez les femelles gestantes et peuvent être une source d’infection chez l’homme. On peut rétorquer que ces vaccins ont été mis au point de manière empirique, dans le sens où les mécanismes immunologiques à l’œuvre n’étaient pas encore connus. Les connaissances actuelles tendent à montrer que les réponses immunes innées et adaptatives contribuent à l’immunité contre les agents pathogènes intracellulaires, et que la fixation des structures d’un agent pathogène avec les récepteurs de reconnaissance des motifs moléculaires (PRR) joue un rôle crucial dans l’initiation des réponses immunes adaptatives. Le phagosome semble indispensable pour la présentation des antigènes aux sous-types des lymphocytes T qui déclenchent une immunité protectrice contre les agents pathogènes intracellulaires. Le fait que les souches bactériennes tuées ou les vaccins sous-unitaires ne parviennent pas à activer complètement les PRR ni à simuler le transport des Brucella par les phagosomes pourrait expliquer leur incapacité à induire une immunité protectrice du niveau de celle conférée par les vaccins à souche vivante atténuée. Brucella semble disposer de nombreux mécanismes pour altérer l’immunité tant innée qu’adaptative et pour empêcher ou minimiser les réponses immunologiques. Grâce à certaines nouvelles technologies telles que les vaccins à ADN et les nanoparticules, il deviendra probablement possible de présenter les antigènes brucelliens de manière à induire une immunité protectrice chez les animaux d’élevage ou les réservoirs sauvages de la brucellose. La réémergence de la brucellose partout dans le monde et l’incidence croissante de l’infection humaine rendent indispensable une amélioration des vaccins utilisés contre cette maladie, en particulier (et en priorité) contre les infections à B. melitensis et à B. suis.

Mots-clés
Brucella – Brucellose – Immunité adaptative – Immunité innée – Nanoparticules – Vaccin – Vaccin à ADN.

Evolución reciente de la vacunación antibrucélica del ganado y la fauna salvaje

S.C. Olsen

Resumen
Hace más de 60 años que existen vacunas vivas atenuadas para proteger al ganado de la brucelosis por Brucella melitensis y B. abortus. Las vacunas actuales son eficaces para prevenir abortos y la transmisión de la brucelosis,
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